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Most excellent town council of Almendralejo 
 
 

Very illustrious Mr. José María Ramírez Morán, mayor of the most excellent town council of 
Almendralejo 

 

Subject:   Information about the beginning of works being the urban evaluation in public 
exposition 

 

Mr. Félix Lorenzo Donoso , of legal age , with residence with the object of notifications 
in Guadalupe 17 Street , PC 06200 Almendralejo ( Badajoz ) , DNI 9154113K , 
telephone 675 043 835 , in name and representation of the Platform Against the 
Contamination of Almendralejo , registered in the record of Associations of the 
Consejería of Presidency of the Junta of Extremadura with the number 3,829 , in front 
of  you, put in an appearance and , and how best proceed in right, 

 

EXPOSES: 

Referring to the advertisement number 3237, published in the BOP number 65, of Monday 
April 6, 2009, for urban evaluation for installation of managing of wine-growing by-products, 
requested by Viñaoliva Cooperative Society, and emitted for the Corporation that you take the 
chair, I inform you: 

 

1. That some the members of the Platform could have checked that the works on the 
industry managing wine-growing by-products already have begun, in spite of 
lacking the urban corresponding evaluation, as it is deduced from the advert in the 
BOP. 
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(Photos of the mentioned project taken on April 15, 2009.) 
 
 

 

2. That the Platform considers that the aforementioned industry is a possible solution to the 
leftovers generated by an important economic sector of Almendralejo, implicating the job 
of a lot of families who they live on it. Besides, in all likelihood he will avoid the 
problems of bad odours and contamination for emission of contaminating substances of 
the former Vinibasa, as well as the possible dangers for the storage of alcohol inside the 
urban area. Issue for which, as you know, the Platform has been fighting during quite a 
few years. 

 
3. That the norms that Administrations write up are not more than the popular will, they are 

approved thinking about the protection and the favour of all; It is for that reason, that in 
no case we should forget the interests of some ( or of the majority ) to favour the ones of 
many, if laws establish the first thing. 

 

In your advertisement, it can be read “It is opened a twenty-day period in order that the 
file can be examined and anyone can formulate the allegations that he estimates pertinent 
backed up in a Law about land organization”. It is supposed that this allows the possible 
ones affected for the works or for the new installation, to appreciate their situation and 
defending their interests. However the works have begun without that their allegations 
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could have been presented by the possible ones affected, and taking into account to 
develop actions for provisional remedy. But the most striking is that this situation is not 
new in Almendralejo. 

4. That by no means we oppose the construction of the mentioned installation, on the 
contrary, we considered that with it a serious situation, not only environmental, but of 
municipal health, gets solved. 

5. That it is necessary to take into consideration than acting in this way, that's to say, the one 
of the accomplished facts, you are preventing the possible ones affected of their 
legitimate right to make previous allegations before  the works are initiated. 

 
 
 
For all what's been shown 
 
 
I INFORMA YOU: 
 
That the works of the construction of the plant managing the wine-growing by-products already 
have begun without possibility of presenting allegations and 
 

I REQUEST YOU: 
 

To take the opportune measures in order that in the future situations like this one were 
corrected, that them are turning into a habit at the district council that you govern and that at the 
end it bring adverse consequences for all. 
 
 
 
Without another matter receive my more cordial greeting. 

 

In Almendralejo, on April 13, 20009. 
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